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Abstract
Personalized and user-aware systems for retrieving multimedia items are becoming increasingly
important as the amount of available multimedia data has been spiraling. A personalized system
is one that incorporates information about the user into its data processing part (e.g., a particular
user taste for a movie genre). A context-aware system, in contrast, takes into account dynamic
aspects of the user context when processing the data (e.g., location and time where/when a user
issues a query). Today’s user-adaptive systems often incorporate both aspects.
Particularly focusing on the music domain, this article gives an overview of different aspects
we deem important to build personalized music retrieval systems. In this vein, we first give an
overview of factors that influence the human perception of music. We then propose and discuss
various requirements for a personalized, user-aware music retrieval system. Eventually, the state-
of-the-art in building such systems is reviewed, taking in particular aspects of similarity and
serendipity into account.
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1 Introduction
Multimodal music processing and retrieval can be regarded as subfields of music information
research (MIR), a discipline that has substantially gained importance during the last decade.
Multimodality can be recognized at several levels in MIR, for example, different modalities
to access music collections (query-by-example, direct querying, browsing, metadata-based
search, visual user interfaces) or different representations of music items themselves – score
sheet, symbolic MIDI, digital audio waveform, or textual lyrics, just to name a few.
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In this article, multimodality relates to the integration of various knowledge sources in
music processing systems. A key source of knowledge is given by aspects linked to the user
and his or her usage of the system, which is the focus of the present study. The article at hand
hence gives an overview of the state-of-the-art in modeling and determining properties of
music and listeners using features of different kinds. These features all relate to how music is
perceived by humans. First, a broad categorization of such features is presented in Section 2.
Also references to related work on extracting and processing the respective features is given
for each feature category. Subsequently, various research endeavors and directions deemed to
be important by the authors for the future of personalized, multimodal music retrieval are
presented. More precisely, we present a set of requirements important for user-aware music
retrieval systems in Section 3. Two vital prerequisites to build user-aware music retrieval
applications, such as personalized music recommender systems or user-adaptive browsing
interfaces, are first elaborating similarity measures that are capable of revealing similarity
relations as perceived by humans and second provide a serendipitous experience to the user.
In order to develop the mentioned, sophisticated similarity measures, we need methods that
capture musical similarity at different levels using different modalities, for example, timbre,
rhythm, harmony, lyrics, or co-listening information. A review of the state-of-the-art in
building such adaptive similarity measures is presented in Section 4. The latter requirement,
ensuring a certain degree of serendipity in retrieval results, necessitates to take into account
various user-dependent factors. For example, it is important for a serendipitous system
to have information about the user’s music taste and preference, where taste refers to a
long-term inclination and preference describes a rather short-term, situation-dependent
affection. Both are likely to change over time, although taste usually changes only gradually
and at a slower rate than preference. More details on serendipity aspects in personalized
music retrieval are given in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6, we draw conclusions and indicate
some directions for future research.
2 Computational Aspects of Music Perception and Similarity
Developing computational features that encode knowledge on how we humans perceive music
is one of the grand challenges in MIR. It is a particular endeavor for various reasons. Among
others, music perception is very subjective and influenced for example by the listener’s music
preferences, but also highly dependent on his or her musical training as well as social and
sociographic background. Moreover, perceptually relevant features may be extracted from
very different media and representations of music, which describe a wide variety of aspects.
Media encoding music or music-related data range from score sheets to digital audio files
and from textual lyrics to images of cover artwork. Which of these multimodal aspects
influence human perception of music, in which way and to which extent is still an open
research question.
Computational music features can be broadly categorized into three classes, according to the
authors: music content, music context, and user context, cf. Figure 1.
2.1 Music Content
In traditional MIR, features extracted by applying signal processing techniques to audio
signals were dominant. Such features are commonly denoted as signal-based, audio-based, or
content-based. In addition to audio signals, the music content may be described by various
other modalities, such as handwritten or digitized score, or video clips.
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Figure 1 Feature categories to describe music.
Thorough overviews of common extraction techniques are presented in [17, 28, 65]. Music
content-based features may be low-level representations that stem directly from the audio
signal, for example Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) [54], zero-crossing rate
[29], amplitude envelope [15], bandwidth and band energy ratio [52], spectral centroid [82],
fundamental frequency or chroma features [11]. As mentioned in [28], most low-level features
do not make sense to the majority of the listeners, although they are easily exploited by
computing systems.
Alternatively, content-based features may be derived or aggregated from low-level proper-
ties, and therefore represent aspects on a higher level of music understanding. Such features
are often named mid-level features. Machine learning, statistical modeling and models of the
human auditory system make mid-level descriptors possible, usually by gathering large sets
of observations. Mid-level features usually aim at capturing either timbral aspects of music,
which were traditionally modeled via MFCCs [2], rhythmic aspects, for example described via
beat histograms [92] or fluctuation patterns [78, 69], and tonal aspects such as predominant
melody[73], key or chord progression [27], often derived from chroma features.
Recent work aims at inferring more specific high-level concepts, meaningful to users, such
as melodiousness, complexity, danceability, aggressiveness [70, 68, 90], mood [44], or genre
[31]. The transition from low- or mid-level descriptors to high-level descriptors requires
bridging the semantic gap. According to [28], high-level or semantic feature extractors require
to include an induction procedure that has to be carried out by means of a user model, and
not only a data model as in the case of mid-level descriptors.
2.2 Music Context
The music context can be described as all information relevant to the music item under
consideration, albeit not directly extractable from the music manifestation itself. For example,
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the meaning of a song’s lyrics [40, 36], the political background of the musician, or the
geographic origin of an artist [30, 81, 80] are likely to have a strong impact on how music is
perceived and interpreted, but are not manifested in the signal.
An overview of the state-of-the-art in music context-based feature extraction (and simi-
larity estimation) can be found in [76]. The majority of the approaches covering the music
context are strongly related to Web content mining [53] as the Web provides contextual
information on music artists in abundance. For example, in [34] the authors construct term
profiles created from artist-related Web pages to derive music similarity information. RSS
feeds are extracted and analyzed in [18]. Alternative sources to mine music context-related
data include playlists (e.g., radio stations and mix tapes, i.e., user-generated playlists)
[3, 16, 67] and Peer-to-Peer networks [83, 55, 24, 96]. In these cases, co-occurrence analysis
is commonly employed to derive similarity information on the artist- or track-level. Co-
occurrences of artist names on Web pages are also used to infer artist similarity information
[77] and for artist-to-genre classification [79]. Song lyrics as a source of music context-related
information are analyzed, for example, in [56] to derive similarity information, in [45] for
mood classification, and in [60] for genre classification. Another source for the music context
is collaborative tags, mined for example from last.fm [43] in [25, 51] or gathered via tagging
games [59, 91, 46].
2.3 User Context
Scientific work on MIR that takes into account aspects of the user context is still relatively
sparse and covers diverse topics. It can be broadly divided into user music-seeking behavior
studies, user preferences elicitation, multifaceted user and similarity models, and personalized,
user-aware recommender systems.
User Music-Seeking Behavior Studies
Several MIR researchers, largely with backgrounds in library and information sciences, have
devoted studies to music-seeking behavior and information requirements of users. While
these studies typically are conducted on a much smaller-scaled population than usually
found in engineering settings, they are detailed and give qualitative insight into real-life and
every-day music behavior. Many of them strikingly point out how the reception of music is
not just guided by the characteristics of the music audio signal, but is strongly influenced by
multimodal influences that do not necessarily have to do with the music.
Cunningham et al. [22] conducted an ethnographic study of music searching and browsing
techniques. Important findings regarding this chapter were that music shopping often was a
collaborative activity, with a social function going beyond music listening, and a ‘surprisingly
visual’ activity too, with shoppers identifying music genres that they liked through the
appearance of album covers. The influential role of visual means in musical settings also
appears in other user studies, e.g. Bainbridge et al. [6], in which a user-centered personal
digital library is designed with the spatial hypermedia paradigm, and recently Barthet and
Dixon [10], describing an ethnographic study of musicologists at the British Library. In
the latter study, visualization of audio signals aided the musicologists with exploring and
studying music recordings, but also could steer the users’ attention towards specific details.
A visual spectrogram display pointed out signal features (e.g. vibrato) that the user was not
aware of, but also deemphasized sound aspects that could not be seen: “I completely forgot
about the bassoon, it feels like it is unimportant now, but I was once struck by it”.
Social context is a strong influence on music taste. Laplante [42] found that young adults
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had a strong penchant for informal channels (e.g. friends), but a low trust of experts (e.g.
music store staff). Furthermore, it was noted that music discoveries often were the result of
passive rather than active search behavior – this points towards serendipitous finds, which
will be discussed in the upcoming sections of this chapter.
The reasons why we remember, like or hate music also are strongly determined by context.
In a study of reasons why people dislike songs [21], the factors of influence were lyrics, the
earworm effect (getting a song stuck in your head without wanting this), quality of the singing
voice, dislike of music videos, over-exposure of a song, pretentiousness of the performing
artist, clashing taste cultures (disliking the social community associated with a certain style)
and unfortunate personal associations. An extensive study by Lee [49] of natural language
music queries also illustrates frequent associative notions: dormant searches get rekindled
because similar thematic context settings are encountered (e.g. searching for information
on a ‘spooky tune’ that has been used in cartoons to signify that someone has died, after
hearing it being played on Halloween), and songs get a special affective meaning because
they had been heard in special affective settings (“My grandfather, who was born in 1899,
used to sing me to sleep with this song and I can’t remember the words”).
Findings from user studies as described in this paragraph have not widely been adopted
in the design of MIR systems yet, but still will be very relevant when studying user context.
User Preferences Elicitation
An obvious way to obtain information about the taste, preferences and behavior of a user
is context logging. However, this can pose privacy issues. In a study on users’ acceptance
of context logging in the context of music applications by Nürnberger and Stober [89], the
authors found significant differences in the participants’ willingness to reveal different kinds of
personal data on various scopes. Most participants indicated to eagerly share music metadata,
information about ambient light and noise, mouse and keyboard logs, and their status in
instant messaging applications. When it comes to used applications, facial expressions, bio
signals, and GPS positions, however, a majority of users are reluctant to share their data. As
for country-dependent differences, US-Americans were found to have on overall much lesser
reservations to share personal data than Germans and Austrians. One has to note, however,
that the results might be biased as 70% of the 305 participants were from Germany.
An alternative to context logging is to explicitly ask the users to provide means to
characterize their musical preferences. One example of this methodology is presented in [32].
This study proposes a method to automatically generate, given a provided set of preferred
music tracks, an iconic representation of a user’s musical preferences – the Musical Avatar.
Starting from the raw audio signals, they compute a set of semantic descriptors which are
mapped to the visual domain by creating a humanoid cartoony character that represents
the user’s musical preferences. Examples of possible avatars are provided in Figure 2.
This representation of a users’s musical preferences is then used to provide personalized
recommendations in [13].
User and Similarity Models
One of the earliest works in user modeling for MIR is [19], where Chai and Barry present
some general considerations on modeling the user in a music retrieval system. They also
suggest an XML-based user modeling language for this purpose.
Zhang et al. present CompositeMap [100, 101], a model that takes into account similarity
aspects derived from music content as well as social factors. The authors propose a multimodal
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Figure 2 Examples of Musical Avatars representing the user’s musical preferences [58].
music similarity measure and show its applicability to the task of music retrieval. They also
allow a simple kind of personalization of this model by letting the user weight the individual
music dimensions on which similarity is estimated. However, they do neither take the user
context into consideration, nor do they try to learn a user’s preferences.
In [63] a multimodal music similarity model on the artist-level is proposed. To this end,
McFee and Lanckriet calculate a partial order embedding using kernel functions. Music
context- and content-based features are combined by this means. However, this model does
not incorporate any personalization strategies.
In [72] Pohle et al. present preliminary steps towards a simple personalized music retrieval
system. Based on a clustering of community-based tags extracted from last.fm, a small
number of musical concepts are derived using Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (NMF)
[48, 98]. Each music artist or band is then described by a “concept vector”. A user interface
allows for adjusting the weights of the individual concepts, based on which artists that
match the resulting distribution of the concepts best are recommended to the user. Zhang et
al. propose in [100] a very similar kind of personalization strategy via user-adjusted weights.
Knees and Widmer present in [37] an approach that incorporates relevance feedback [74]
into a text-based music search engine [35] to adapt the retrieval process to user preferences.
The search engine proposed by Knees et al. builds a model from music content features
(MFCCs) and music context features (term vector representations of artist-related Web
pages). To this end, a weight is computed for each (term, music item)-pair, based on the
term vectors. These weights are then smoothed, taking into account the closest neighbors
according to the content-based similarity measure (Kullback-Leibler divergence on Gaussian
Mixture Models of the MFCCs). To retrieve music via natural language queries, each textual
query issued to the system is expanded via a Google search, resulting again in a term weight
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vector. This query vector is subsequently compared to the smoothed weight vectors describing
the music pieces, and those with smallest distance to the query vector are returned.
Nürnberger and Detyniecki present in [66] a variant of the Self-Organizing Map (SOM)
[38] that is based on a model that adapts to user feedback. To this end, the user can move
data items on the SOM. This information is fed back into the SOM’s codebook, and the
mapping is adapted accordingly.
In [99] Xue et al. present a collaborative personalized search model that alleviates the
problems of data sparseness and cold-start for new users by combining information on
different levels (individuals, interest groups, and global). Although not explicitly targeted at
music retrieval, the idea of integrating data about the user, his peer group, and global data
to build a social retrieval model might be worth considering for MIR purposes.
User-Aware Music Recommendation
Baltrunas et al. present a user-aware music recommender system for usage in cars [7]. They
aim at learning relations between user aspects and music genres. As contextual aspects,
Baltrunas et al. look into driving style, road type, landscape, sleepiness, traffic conditions,
mood, weather, and time of day. Using a Web-based tool, the authors first assess in a user
study which of these contextual aspects influence the preference for music of a particular
genre, either in a positive of negative way. According to the study, driving style strongly
influences the choice for music from the genres Blues, Classical, and Metal, whereas sleepiness
seems to foster the decision for Pop, Country, and Reggae music. Furthermore, Baltrunas
et al. investigate the impact of user context on user ratings and found that in most cases
the awareness of a particular contextual situation had a negative effect on the ratings. The
most significant (negative) influence on user ratings had the conditions “sleepy” and “traffic
jam”. The authors of [7] then propose a music recommendation approach that employs an
extended Matrix Factorization [39] algorithm to predict item ratings. Their model includes
contextual condition and genre vectors.
Bogdanov et al. [13] present a system which automatically generates recommendations
from a user’s musical preferences, given her/his accounts on popular online music services.
Using these services, the system retrieves a set of tracks preferred by a user, and further tries
to infer a semantic description of musical preferences from raw audio information. Thereafter,
the system generates music recommendations, using a semantic music similarity measure.
Even though no detailed information on their approach is publicly available, last.fm [43]
builds user models based on its users’ listening habits, which are mined via the “AudioScrob-
bler” interface. Based on this data, last.fm offers personalized music recommendations and
playlist generation, however, without letting the user control (or even know) which factors
are taken into account. Another commercial example employing a collaborative filtering (CF)
[14] approach can be found in amazon.com’s music Web store [1]. Again, no details of the
exact approach are publicly available.
2.4 Further Remarks
Having presented the three basic feature categories (music content, music context, and user
context), we would like to note that there is an overlap between some of these. Indeed,
particular features cannot only be assigned to one group, but combine aspects of several
categories. For example, song lyrics are in principal music content. However, even state-of-
the-art techniques do not allow for converting sung lyrics into textual representations from the
audio signal, or even to derive some kind of higher level meaning. On the other hand, several
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lyrics portals on the Web (music context sources) offer such textual representations. Another
example is similarity measures based on collaborative filtering. They are music context-
related in the sense that the process is collaborative, however CF is used for personalizing a
music recommendation to a user or a group of users, hence it takes into account the user
context.
3 Important Aspects for Personalized Music Retrieval
Traditionally, evaluating music retrieval approaches focused on the concept of musical
similarity, meaning that the performance of a retrieval system is judged the better the more
similar the returned pieces are to a given seed. Although this is a very intuitive manner of
assessment, it does not take into account that the information need of the user might be
different. Indeed, for many common and popular MIR tasks, such as automated playlist
generation and music recommendation, the listener does not necessarily want to be offered a
list of closest matches in terms of acoustic similarity, as usually given by today’s content-based
music recommenders. User studies focusing on the perceived quality of automated, content-
based playlist generation [71, 50] showed that playlists with items that were acoustically very
similar were often deemed too perfect or homogeneous, and thus boring. In addition, users
were shown to judge playlist items differently based on the amount of (metadata) information
accompanying the playlist item [9, 50].
We therefore believe that a new generation of user-aware music retrieval systems should
not only focus on traditional similarity scores derived via applying audio signal processing
techniques, but also take other factors, including information from different modalities, into
account. More precisely, such factors include the following:
Similarity
Similarity relations in various dimensions should be taken into account. One set of dimensions
might be based on music properties such as rhythm, harmony, or timbre, inferred from
the audio signal; another might take into account the resemblance according to other data
sources, such as collaborative tags, playlist co-occurrences, or even images of album covers.
A third set of dimensions might be learned from a user’s listening preferences, for example,
by relating certain properties of the user context to particular categories of music. To give
an example, similarity could be defined as pieces that are usually listened together while a
user is jogging or while being together with friends.
Moreover, the user’s preferred music material should also influence the features and
their relevance for similarity computation. For instance, a retrieval system focusing in
classical music would need musically meaningful descriptors and similarity measures, while
in a retrieval scenario of mainstream popular music timbre can be informative enough for
distinguishing different types of music.
Diversity
Although the items in the results set of a music retrieval request should be similar, they
should also reveal a certain degree of diversity. For example, there is the well-known “album”
effect [95], i.e., due to same recording settings, tracks on one and the same album usually
show a higher level of similarity than other tracks (even by the same artist). To alleviate
this issue, some retrieval systems filter results from the same album or even by the same
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artist as the seed. Producing a well diversified result set for a given query is thus a common
requirement for IR systems.
Familiarity/Popularity vs. Hotness/Trendiness
These four terms or aspects are related to each other. Familiarity or popularity describes how
well-known an artist or song is, whereas hotness or trendiness relates to the amount of buzz
or attention an artist is currently getting [41]. Popularity has a more positive connotation
than the neutral expression of familiarity. However, we will use the terms interchangeably in
the remainder of the paper, likewise the terms hotness and trendiness. In terms of temporal
aspects, popularity can be seen as a longer lasting property, whereas hotness usually relates
to recent appreciation of typically shorter duration, although hot artists might also be very
familiar/popular to many people. To give an example, “The Beatles” are certainly popular,
whereas “Lady Gaga” currently tends to rank higher on the hotness dimension.
Recentness
This aspect distinguishes recently released pieces from pieces that are older and therefore
have a longer (playing) history. In contrast to the aspect of hotness, novelty does not require
an artist to be recently popular, just a temporal closeness to the present.
Novelty
This aspect describes whether a music item is novel to the user of the system. If a music
recommender keeps on suggesting tracks/artists well-known to the user, he or she will not be
satisfied, even if the recommended items are perfectly suited otherwise. Hence, presenting
novel recommendations is a vital requirement for a personalized recommender system.
Serendipity
Serendipity is a requirement often mentioned in the context of recommender systems. It
means that a user is surprised in a positive way since he discovered an item he did not expect.
In the context of music retrieval, we believe that the listener’s music preference and taste as
well as aspects of artist and song popularity have to be taken into account when we aim at
providing serendipitous results. For instance, a fan of medieval folk metal might be rather
disappointed and bored if the system recommends the band “Saltatio Mortis”, which is very
well known for this style of music. In contrast, for a user occasionally enjoying “Metallica”
but also “Bob Dylan”, the former mentioned band may be a serendipitous recommendation.
Apart from the listener’s music preference and taste, a user profile for a serendipitous
recommendation algorithm should take into account different categories of users as well as
their different cultural backgrounds. For instance, music perception of musicians is likely
to be quite dissimilar to that of music experts and editors, which is again different from
untrained, passive listeners.
Transparency
For the acceptance of user-aware music retrieval systems it is crucial how the results are
presented and explained. The presentation and explanation should be adapted to the users’
musical training and preferences. For instance, the system should provide clues about why
certain songs have been retrieved: “These two songs are similar because they share the same
harmonic progression, the same tempo, are from the same artists, were recorded by the same
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producer” or “This song was suggested because you are currently in an aggressive mood
while driving your car”, or even “This was your favorite song during the Summer you met
your future spouse”.
4 Adaptive Music Similarity Measures
Users of MIR systems may have a varying (musical) background and experience music in
different ways. Consequently, when comparing musical pieces with each other, opinions
may diverge. Moreover, different retrieval tasks may also require different views on music
similarity. In order to support individual user perspectives and multiple retrieval tasks, an
adaptable model of music similarity is required. Often, (dis-)similarity is modeled by a
distance measure. Either way, parameters need to be introduced that allow to adapt the
measure.
Direct Manipulation (Adaptability)
Depending on how complex the resulting model is, users may be able to manually adjust and
tweak the parameters according to their needs. For instance, Baumann et al. [12] describe
a joystick interface to control the weights of three similarity facets in a linear combination.
From a study with 10 users, it was concluded that users tend to use nearly similar joystick
settings throughout different environments for finding a set of similar songs given an anchor
song. Though the joystick interface was considered very intuitive by the users, it is unclear
whether it may be applied to more than three similarity facets. Similarly, the E-Mu Jukebox
described by Vignoli et al. [93] allows changing the similarity function that is applied to
create a playlist from a seed song. Here, five similarity facets (sound, tempo, mood, genre
and year) are visually represented by adapters that can be dragged on a bull’s eye. The
closer a facet is to the center, the higher is its weight in the similarity computation. Again,
a linear weighting scheme is used here. This interface is to some extent scalable with respect
to the number of facets but less intuitive. Indeed, a user study with 22 participants showed
that the interface is harder to use, but more useful compared to two control systems.
With an increasing number of facets, direct manual manipulation is likely to become more
difficult – even for a simple similarity model such as weighted linear combination. Moreover,
specific similarity preferences often exist only subconsciously and thus are hard to specify
explicitly. Instead of asking the user to explicitly state how he compares music, adaptive
MIR systems aim to learn suitable parameter settings from ground truth data (such as expert
annotations) or in an interactive way from user feedback.
Query and Relevance Feedback
The content-based MIR system for symbolic music described by Rolland [75] adjusts its
similarity model based on feedback received during successive interactions with the user
(search sessions). To model the similarity between a transcribed query and a melody, the
concept of pairings is introduced: A pairing is a part of an alignment (between query and
melody) that may comprise several notes and rests. Pairings can be classified into types and
for each type, a weight is defined that specifies the importance of the pairing type in the
similarity computation. In a ranked list of search results, the user can point out the correct
match and optionally some reasonable secondary matches. Given this feedback, the weight
for each pairing type is reinforced by a constant update factor if it contributes more to the
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similarity in the correct match than in the higher ranked false matches or otherwise decreased
respectively. This way, the system can adapt to the user’s way of comparing melodies.
The MUSIPER system developed by Sotiropoulos et al. [85] constructs music similarity
perception models of its users. To this end, users are asked to specify the degree of similarity
for retrieved music pieces. The system uses this relevance feedback to train several Radial
Basis Function Networks (RBFN) – a special form of neural network – in parallel. Each
RBFN represents a different similarity measure based on a different (content-based) feature
subset. The model parameters that are adapted during learning are the internal weights of the
networks. Finally, the network (and the respective feature subset) which best approximates
the similarity ratings specified by the user is selected. The authors report significant
improvement of perceived similarity in subsequent music retrievals during an evaluation with
100 participants and argue that the relation between subsets of features and personalized
music similarity could be verified.
Collection Clustering
Slaney et al. [84] apply several algorithms based on second-order statistics (whitening, Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [23], Relevant Component Analysis (RCA) [8]) and optimization
techniques (Neighborhood Component Analysis (NCA) [26], Large-Margin Nearest Neighbor
(LMNN) [94]) to learn Mahalanobis distance metrics for clustering songs by artist, album
or blog they appear on. For the optimization, an objective function that mimics the k-
nearest neighbor leave-one-out classification error is chosen. Songs are represented as vectors
containing various acoustic features. From their experiments, the authors conclude that all
algorithms lead to a significant improvement over the baseline. In particular, NCA and RCA
showed higher robustness with (artificially generated) noisy features.
The BeatlesExplorer [87] (Figure 3, top) is a prototype system for organization and
exploration of music collections that adapts to the user’s perceived similarity in that it learns
weights for different aspects of music similarity. Initially, a growing Self-Organizing Map
(SOM) is induced that clusters the music collection. The user has then the possibility to
change the location of songs on the map by simple drag-and-drop actions. Each movement
of a song causes a weight change in the underlying similarity measure based on a quadratic
programming scheme. As a result, the location of other songs may be modified as well.
Experiments simulating user interaction with the system show, that during this stepwise
adaptation the similarity measure indeed converges to one that captures how the user
compares songs.
The SoniXplorer [57] shown in Figure 3 (bottom) is another SOM-based system that also
adapts a weighted linear combination of basic similarities. Here, the SOM is displayed as
video-game-like virtual 3-D landscape accompanied by spatialized playback of songs. Apart
from moving songs on the map, the user can raise or lower the terrain to increase or decrease
barriers between regions. For the adaptation, a target distance matrix is derived from the
arrangement. Then a linear regression learner adapts the weighting accordingly.
Metric Learning with Relative Distance Constraints
In many publications, adapting music similarity is considered as a metric learning problem
subject to so-called relative distance constraints. A relative distance constraint (s, a, b)
demands that the object a is closer to the seed object s than object b, i.e., d(s, a) < d(s, b).
Such constraints can be seen as atomic bits of information fed to the adaptation algorithm.
They can be derived from a variety of higher-level application-dependent constraints. For
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Figure 3 Prototype interfaces for music collection structuring w.r.t. user-adaptive similarity.
Top: BeatlesExplorer [87]. Bottom: SoniXplorer [57].
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instance, if the user moves a song s from one cluster to a different one in the BeatlesExplorer
described above, this can be interpreted by the following set of relative distance constraints:
d(s, ct) < d(s, c) ∀c ∈ C \ {ct}
where C is the set of cluster cells of the SOM (each represented by a prototype) and ct
is the target cluster of the user’s drag-and-drop action. Bade et al. describe how relative
distance constraints can be derived from expert classifications of folk songs [4] or from an
existing personal hierarchy of folders with music files [5]. Alternatively, it is also possible
to ask the users directly to state the opinion for a triplet of songs as in the bonus round of
the TagATune game [47]. McFee et al. [64] use artist similarity triples collected in the web
survey described by Ellis et al. [24]. They further describe a graph-based technique to detect
and remove inconsistencies within sets of constraints such as direct contradictions.
Using relative distance constraints, the task of learning a suitable adaptation of a similarity
measure can be formulated as constraint optimization problem. Approaches are manifold
and very much depend on the underlying adaptable model of similarity and its parameters.
McFee et al. [64] apply a partial order embedding technique that maps artists into multiple
non-linear spaces (using different kernel matrices), learns a separate transformation for each
kernel, and concatenates the resulting vectors. The Euclidean distance in the resulting
embedding space corresponds to the perceived similarity. In further work [62], they use the
metric learning to rank (MLR) technique [61] – an extension of the Structural SVM approach
[33] – to adapt a Mahalanobis distance according to a ranking loss measure. This approach
is also applied by Wolff et al. [97] whose similarity adaptation experiments are based on the
MagnaTagATune dataset derived from the TagATune game [47].
Instead of adapting a Mahalanobis distance, the work of Stober et al. focuses on simpler
linear combination models. In [86], they describe various applications and respective adap-
tation algorithms which they evaluate and compare in [88] also using the MagnaTagATune
dataset. Their distance model, which is a weighted sum of m facet distances δf1 , . . . , δfm , is
less expressive because of fewer parameters than the Mahalanobis distance but it can easily
be understood and directly manipulated by the user. This design choice specifically addresses
the users’ desire to remain in control and not to be patronized by an intelligent system that
“knows better”. Furthermore, this similarity model allows to reformulate the metric learning
task as a binary classification problem as described by Cheng et al. [20], which creates the
possibility to apply a wide range of sophisticated classification techniques such as SVM. As
Figure 4 illustrates, the idea is to rewrite each relative distance constraint d(s, a) < d(s, b) as
m∑
i=1
wi(δfi(s, b)− δfi(s, a)) =
m∑
i=1
wixi = wTx > 0
where xi is the distance difference w.r.t. facet fi. The positive training example (x,+1)
then represents the satisfied constraint whereas the negative example (−x,−1) represents its
violation (i.e., inverting the relation sign). For these training examples, the normal vector of
the hyperplane that separates the positive and negative instances contains the adapted facet
weights.
5 Novelty and Serendipity in Music Recommendation
The ability to recommend “interesting new music” is considered an important social factor
inside communities, especially among groups of young users (and groups of musicians). In
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relative distance constraints linear classification problem 
Figure 4 Transformation of a relative distance constraint for linear combination models into
two training instances of the corresponding binary classification problem as described in [20].
this context, we use the generic term “music” to address different kinds of recommendations,
from individual songs, albums, bands, or sub-genres. A good human recommender takes into
account two main components to highlight his role as a music connoisseur:
He is the first who is aware of music that the others do not know yet, although it is part
of their music genre of interest and thus it is likely that sooner or later this music would
have been found also without the recommendation.
He discovers music that might be enjoyed by others, disregarding some aspects of the
music content and context that would have suggested the opposite.
In the former case, the emphasis is on the novelty of the recommendations, where the
role of the human recommender is related to his/her ability to mine music collections and
to be at the same time up-to-date with the music market. In the latter case, the emphasis
is on serendipity because the human recommender can prove his ability to find unexpected
relations between music content, pointing towards music that will not be known without
his/her recommendation.
Obviously, automatic recommender systems do not have to establish their role inside a
community, yet these considerations about what motivates a human recommendation can be
a starting point in the development of recommender systems that take into account both
novelty and, more important, serendipity. This approach can take advantage of the fact that
the user who receives the recommendations can evaluate them also considering how his role
in the community will be affected by receiving given recommendations.
From this point of view, the concept of novelty may be extended to include also the
process of finding new music. For instance, a user who has in his profile an interest for the
recent work of a particular rock band can give a low value to the recommendation of a novel
song taken from the band’s first recorded album, which can be easily found in any catalogue
and a high value to the recommendation of a novel song by another band where some of the
musicians he likes appear as guest stars. According to these considerations, the novelty of
an item can be measured depending also on the difficulties that a user would encounter to
retrieve that particular item in a search session.
Also the concept of serendipity can be partially reconsidered depending on how human
recommendations are provided. A central role is played by the fact that the user would
not expect to like the recommended music item, because its average characteristics place it
far from his listening profile. In order to enjoy the recommended item, the user is required
to concentrate on a reduced set – maybe a single aspect – of the music dimensions that
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characterize it. For instance, a serendipitous experience for a user with a special interest for
classical music for flute is to discover that many background music in movies of the 1970s is
played on the flute. Or a serendipitous experience for a user interested in rock music with
strong rhythm is to discover Scottish music for drums only.
According to these considerations, serendipity can be related to the ability of selectively
suppress some dimensions of music content and context while recommending a list of music
items. As a side note, perhaps one of the reasons why pure text-based search systems are
still very popular among users of music recommender systems is that they suppress the
information which is not explicitly represented in tags and metadata, thus promoting this
aspect of serendipity.
6 Conclusions
The contribution of this article is threefold. First, we presented a broad categorization of
aspects that influence human music perception, namely computational features related to
music content, to music context, and to user context. We briefly reviewed the state-of-the-art
in extraction and use of features in each category. Second, we proposed several aspects
to take into account when elaborating user-aware music retrieval systems, more precisely,
similarity, diversity, familiarity, hotness, recentness, novelty, serendipity, and transparency.
Eventually, we thoroughly reported on recent developments in research on adaptive music
similarity measures and music recommendation focusing on novelty and serendipity aspects.
We believe that a lot of research is still needed to understand the mechanisms involved
in the perception of music similarity according to the three broad categories of aspects.
Investigating the relations between computational features and human music perception will
eventually pave the way to personalized, user-aware music retrieval systems and therefore is
a research endeavor worth pursuing.
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